FFF Enterprises Unveils ‘The 8 Critical Steps to Guaranteed
Channel Integrity’ at the American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists (ASHP) Midyear Meeting in Orlando
-- At this year’s ASHP midyear meeting, FFF Enterprises, the nation’s largest and most trusted distributor of
critical-care biopharmaceuticals and vaccines, will unveil its best practices model for supply chain integrity
and demonstrate how the company has taken pharmaceutical distribution to a new level. (Booth #1439)
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distributor of plasma products, vaccines and criticalcare biopharmaceuticals, has taken pharmaceutical
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influence on the industry as a whole,” he continues.
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that goes Beyond Distribution in several ways.
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for every product that moves through its safe channel,
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has revolutionized the flu vaccine marketplace.
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with meaningful communications such as IG
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Impacting America’s pharmaceutical distribution

FFF’s Wow! Customer Care is aptly named, with a

Having just celebrated its 20th anniversary, and with a

professionals that includes customer care representatives,

system is precisely what FFF has set as its mission.

perfect safety track record of more than 20 counterfeitfree years, FFF is pleased to unveil The 8 Critical Steps
to Guaranteed Channel Integrity at the upcoming

ASHP midyear meeting in Orlando, Florida, Dec. 7 – 11,
Booth #1439. “Each step in the 8 steps is critical, it’s

absolutely essential to the others, to make sure we do
not compromise, in any way, patient safety,” states

responsive, passionate and caring team of knowledgeable
advisors, advocates and a nationwide field team of
territory managers to take care of customers needs.

